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Analyzing African Red Slip wares in Sicily: a first overview from Cignana
and Himera surveys
Fabrizio Ducati & Claudio Capelli
Abstract: African Red Slip wares (ARS) are among the most common classes found in Sicily and a
reliable chronological marker dated from the end of the 1st to the 7th century AD. We will here
analyse data concerning the ARS wares collected during the Cignana and Himera surveys, carried
out by the University of Palermo in northern and southern Sicily. The quantitative approach based
on the Minimum Number of Vessels (MNV) allowed us to compare two different areas and
therefore to detect differences and similarities in pottery distribution. The interdisciplinary
(archaeological/archaeometric) approach helped us to improve the typological identifications of
pottery and to identify with precision the origin of the imports. As a consequence, this research will
help to enhance the understanding of the trade routes existing between different regions of Tunisia
and Sicily during the centuries.
Keywords: African Red Slip wares, Africa, Sicily, Agrigento, Termini Imerese, archaeometry.

1.

ANALYSING ARS AT A MICRO-REGIONAL SCALE1

In 2004, E. Fentress highlighted some differences in the distribution of African Red Slip wares in
different parts of Sicily2. To explain this phenomenon two mechanisms, not necessarily excluding
each other, were proposed: the potential role of cabotage between Africa and Sicily and the
potential role of Rome as a warehouse between Africa and the western Mediterranean in the
redistribution of ARS3.
Following her proposed interpretation, a recent interdisciplinary research (CASR project) studied
the distribution of the African wares in Sicily at a micro-regional scale4. The ongoing
characterization of Tunisian workshops (Fig. 1) allowed to improve the typological identifications
as well as to spot with accuracy the source of most of the imports5. The results led to recognize
three main ceramic facies (Fig. 2) in Sicily, corresponding to the northern coast (A), the southcentral coast (B) and the eastern coast (C).
In this paper we will discuss the ARS from the areas of Cignana and Himera (Fig. 3). The published
data will be integrated with new data from the PhD thesis of one of us (F.D.) focused on the imports
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of African wares (amphorae, cooking wares, fine wares, common wares and lamps)6. Two different
and cross-checked accounting systems were employed for processing the quantitative data: the
Total Number of Fragments (TNF) as intended by R. Tomber7 and the Minimum Number of
Vessels (MNV). This last was not achieved by complex mathematical operations or by applying
coefficients of fragmentation8. It was obtained by relating the amount of diagnostic and nondiagnostic elements – rims, handles, bottoms, walls – referable to a specific type/production to its
complete form. As result, we get a dataset about the supposed number of ARS in a specific area –
also representable in histograms or summary tables – that can help us to perceive the possible
fluctuations in imports during about seven centuries.

2.

NEW DATA FROM THE CIGNANA SURVEY

Cignana is the name of a district 20 Km South-East of present-day Agrigento (Fig. 4). Between the
2nd and 3rd century AD, a luxurious villa with mosaics and small baths was built in place of an
earlier rural settlement9. It represented the main site until Late Antiquity, restricted to the surveyed
area10. The land around is strewn with small contemporary rural settlements where ARS is a
common find (Figs. 5-7). The fine wares, mostly unpublished, provide significant information about
the history of the sites and their trades with Africa11.
The first imports from North Tunisia are dated to the Flavian period, but we still cannot localize
with precision the workshops. The forms consist of an early variant of carinated bowl Hayes 8 and
dishes Hayes 2-3A. Their fabric is finer than usual, so we can assume that a part of these vases (1%
of ARS) belonged to the fine-A1 production12. The number of tablewares grows during the 2nd
century. In this period there is a large importation with A1 fabric (10,8 % of ARS), especially bowls
Hayes 8A and 9A with rouletted decoration, dishes Hayes 3B-C with or without barbotine
decoration, followed by rarer types (Hayes 5, 6 and 7). From the end of the 2 nd to the 3rd century
there is a progressive decrease in the number of individuals. The A2 production amounts to 7,2 %
of ARS. The most common type is the carinated bowl Hayes 15, easily recognisable from the thick
rim bevelled on the top. The Hayes 8B, a plain version of the aforementioned variant A, and the
dish Hayes 27 are rarer. The classification of the remaining part of ARS A2 is problematic,
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considering the small size of the shards, which might instead belong to similar types (Hayes 14, 16,
17).
During the 3rd century, the progressive contraction of trades with northern Tunisia is not
compensated by sufficient supplies from other regions. The A/D production is rare: we can only
mention three questionable examples belonging to the types Hayes 31 13 and Hayes 32 or 33. The
imports from central Tunisia are also similarly scarce, despite the intense production of Sidi
Marzouk Tounsi in this period14. There is no trace of C1 fabric, especially jugs with stamped
decoration and glossy orange-red slip. Here we list two small shards of dish Hayes 50A or A/B in
ARS C2 or C315, a rim of Hayes 53 in C3 and few other undetermined fragments, some of which
bearing traces of appliqué motifs (a bearded man, a running animal). The vessels dating back to the
4th century are equally scarce. We can mention an isolated shard of Hayes 58A and part of a
rectangular dish decorated with a lion, usually produced in C4. The same paucity affects the fine
wares coming from other regions of Tunisia. The oldest types produced in ARS D (e.g. Hayes
58B16) are rare as well as the Hayes 59 and 61A from El Mahrine region (ARS D117), in the low
valley of Mejerda river (northern Tunisia)18.
Around the end of the 4th century, there is a slight growth in the number of vessels, increasing in the
following century. In the 5th century there was abundant importation of tableware from different
regions. Dishes Hayes 67B and C and flanged bowls Hayes 91B come from El Mahrine region. The
large plates Hayes 82 and the dishes Hayes 84 in ARS C5 (2,4% of ARS), decorated with bands of
feather-rouletting, arrive from Sidi Marzouk Tounsi.
Around the middle of the century the number of fine wares reaches its peak. The workshops located
in north-eastern Tunisia export a huge number of fine wares, especially from Sidi Khalifa/Pheradi
Majius19. Its handicrafts, with highly standardised shapes and easily recognizable fabrics (ARS
C/D20), constitues the 7,9 % of ARS. The dish Hayes 61B3 and its later variants are the most
common types, followed by Hayes 87A/88 and local variants of flanged bowls (Hayes 91 or 92) and
dishes (Hayes 103). Other workshops localized in the north of the Gulf of Hammamet export the C
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variant of Hayes 6121. At the same time, Nabeul exports types Fulford 27 and Hayes 50B.61,
produced in poor quality fabric (ARS F22) representing the 2,4% of ARS.
Other vases, with less standardized shapes and fabrics, come from unknown workshops. They have
been classified as “ARS other” and represent approximately the 42,8 % of fine wares. Just to name
a few, we can remember other examples of Hayes 61 (A/B, B2, B3) not produced in Sidi Khalifa, or
the Hayes 81A, a common bowl in Cignana with rouletted outer walls.
In the first half of the 6th century there were fewer supplies of tableware. It cannot be excluded that
some large dishes continue to arrive from central Tunisia at the beginning of the century (Hayes 89
or 90A?). Sidi Khalifa confirms itself as one of the most active workshops, exporting a substantial
part of the Hayes 88. From the area of El Mahrine arrive some large bowls Hayes 93. Apart from
these, we find a fair number of ARS D2 (5,5% of ARS). Bowls Hayes 99, rarer Hayes 91C and 97,
with a thick and glossy orange slip, come from Oudhna. Whereas, there are fewer large dishes
Hayes 104 and 103 produced in the unidentified Atelier X. However, it is worth mentioning the
bottom fragment (probably Hayes 104B) decorated in Hayes’s style E(ii), typical of the
aforementioned workshop. Furthermore, we find some Hayes 87B and C produced with a granular
and brownish fabric (CASR groups 11-12) similar to the Reynolds ware 123. We can also remember
some shards of dishes Hayes 87B/109, Hayes 104C, and Sidi Jdidi 8, probably produced in Sidi
Khalifa.
The later forms of ARS imported in Cignana (1,9 % of ARS) are dated between the end of 6 th to
the second half of 7th century (?). These include bowls Hayes 91D, dishes Hayes 105A and B and
109A with thick walls24. We don’t have any trace of the last two types of ARS – variants B and C
of Hayes 109 – .

3.

A REVISION OF DATA FROM THE HIMERA SURVEYS

The Himera surveys studied the hinterland of the Chalcidian polis of Himera and the subsequent
city of Thermae Himeraeae (the present-day Termini Imerese), in the centre of the northern coast of
Sicily25. The surveyed area is bigger than Cignana26 (Fig. 4), stretching from the San Leonardo
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River27 (West) to the Roccella stream (Est)28, to the modern village of Resuttano (South)29. The
data, although mostly published30, was recently reviewed, selected and analysed according to a
quantitative and integrative approach31. Here, we will present an update of the main assemblages,
accompanied by a new graphic documentation (Figg. 8-9).
As in Cignana, ARS already circulates in the Flavian period and it does not show any significant
difference until the 3rd century. Some shards of Hayes 2-3A and Hayes 8A are in A1 fine fabric
(1%). ARS A1 is more abundant (12,7% of ARS) and shows the typical repertoire (Hayes 3B-C,
Hayes 6, 8A and 9A); ARS A2 stands at 8,7%. The most common types are Hayes 15 and 27,
followed by Hayes 9B and 16. Again, there are several ambiguities between similar forms.
The ARS A/D is also uncommon: only a sherd of Hayes 32 and Hayes 27/31 was found. On the
other hand, ARS C shows a different trend than in Cignana. The 5th century imports (C5) are
virtually absent (only a questionable shard) and the majority appertain to C2 (4,3%). The dish
Hayes 50 is quite common. This trend continues in the first half of the 4th century when tablewares
arrive from other parts of Tunisia. The Hayes 58B in ARS D, so rare in Cignana, is quite common
as well as the ARS D1 (5,4%). The Hayes 59 and 61A, with their pinkish slip, are more common
than other types produced in El Mahrine region, such as Hayes 67 and 91B.
During the 5th century, there is a moderate increase in the number of vases. Tablewares from Sidi
Khalifa arrive in lesser quantity than in Cignana. The Hayes 61B3 – and B3 late variant – confirms
itself as a popular form in Sicily. However, there is a greater homogeneity of types composing ARS
C/D (5,4%). Apart from the Hayes 61, we find a shard of bowl Hayes 86, n. 1 and a few shards of
the later Hayes 88. There is no clear evidence for Nabeul production or dishes Hayes 61C.
As in Cignana, most of the vases produced in this period have been classified within the generic
group “ARS D other” (37%). This could testify the multitude of workshops producing and
exporting fine wares in this period. The Hayes 61 (A, A/B4, B1 and B2), not classified in any of the
previous groups, are quite common, as well as the Hayes 67. There is a slight increase in the
number of Hayes 62/64, 73, 76 and 80A, here replacing type 81A. We can also remember some
shards of Hayes 87A and B, but the fabric varies from CASR groups 11-12.
As previously mentioned, Sidi Khalifa still exports fine wares during the first half of the 6th century.
In this period, the amount of ARS D2 is slightly lower than Cignana (3,3%). It includes some bowls
27
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Hayes 99 and 91C from Oudhna and a questionable shard of Hayes 103. The large plates are rare.
However, we mention a fragment of a floor (probably Hayes 103 or 104?) decorated with
concentric circles with dot fringes typical of the mid-5th century Hayes’s style A(iii)32 – an early
variant? – and a rim shard of Hayes 90B, considered as a northern version of the variant A33.
The late ARS is extremely rare: we can only mention three fragments belonging to types Hayes
99C, 105 and 108.

4.

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

This brief overview of ARS from two different, almost opposing, areas of Sicily, allowed us to
detect some changes in the pattern of African fine wares supply from the 1st to the 7th century AD.
The comparative analysis confirms the specific features of these areas (Tab. 1, Tab. 2), as proposed
by the CASR project34. Moreover, it allows us to question the socio-economic reasons that could
explain the local evolution of the settlements.
From the end of the 1st to the 2nd century, the Sicilian countryside was supplied by a continuous and
uniform distribution of fine wares from northern Tunisia, however this picture seems to change
during the 3rd century. The region of Himera receives a constant supply of fine vessels from central
Tunisia, which balances the lower number of imports from the north of Tunisia until the 4 th century.
From this moment, there is a renewed supply from the northern workshops.
On the contrary, we have little data from the Cignana survey from the same period, a paucity which
affects also the other ceramic classes. How to interpret this lack of data, that seems to be confirmed
by the excavations at Cignana35? Can we imagine people abandoning the countryside and being
concentrated in the urban area of Agrigentum, or did they leave no trace of a prosperous period?
Could the subsequent intense phase be hiding the previous ones?
During the 5th century, there is an important influx of potteries from Cape Bon and the north of the
Gulf of Hammamet36, also confirmed by the amphoric evidence. In this case, a widespread
distribution through the cabotage is likely, as only two days of navigation separate the southern
coast of Sicily from Cape Bon, with the island of Pantelleria as a halfway stopover 37. Perhaps ARS
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was commercialized at a small scale for its value, through a sort of peddling trade 38 that could
explain the emerging of several new coastal settlements39.
The peak of the imports recorded during the seconds half of the century would provide further proof
that the Vandals’ raids in Sicily, between 440 and 475, did not stop the intense exchanges between
the island and Africa40. At the same time, the large concentrations of ARS found in a few large sites
reveal a process of regrouping of the rural people, which appears to be a specific feature in this part
of Sicily.
The situation is slightly different in the hinterland of Himera. There is an increasing number of
ARS finds during the 5th century as well as the amphorae from Cape Bon, but it is not as intense as
in Cignana. Surprisingly, we do not observe the same monopole of Sidi Khalifa on the Sicilian
market. Pottery comes from both north-east Tunisia and the region of Carthage, as the excavations
at Termini confirmed41.
During the first half of the 6th century, the trend of ARS imports is similar in the two areas, without
any chance of detecting differences between the Vandal period and the Byzantine conquest of
Africa42. An overall drop in ARS finds after mid-century is a common phenomenon, even if it
appears to be faster in the north of Sicily than in the south. The rare 7 th-century shards from the
Himera survey were found in a few large sites not far from the coastline43, and it is hard to establish
precisely when do the imports end.
The decrease of ARS finds is slower in Cignana. A fair number of dishes is still present between the
second half of the 6th and the beginning of 7th century. The imports probably collapsed during the
second half of the 7th century, as suggested by the amphoric evidence44.
It is difficult to draw the evolution of trades between Africa and Sicily from the second half of 7 th
century onwards. Surely, there was a decline in the contacts, but the lack of data may be caused by
limited knowledge of the chronological markers for this period. At Cignana we found some shards
(common wares) that resemble the flanged bowls produced in Africa during the late Byzantine
period45, but it is difficult to say if these vases were imported or locally produced. The same
problem affects other flanged bowls, with a calcareous matrix and a degraded brownish slip. They
resemble a late production of Nabul known as «post-ARS», dated between the end 7th and, maybe,
38
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the beginning 8th century46. In our case, the preliminary characterization of the fabrics excludes the
provenance from Tunisia, pointing another unknown region of the Mediterranean (Algeria? Sicily?)
as a possible source.
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Figures:
Fig. 1. ARS workshops and productive areas (from BONIFAY 2016, fig. 127).
Fig. 2. Distribution of the ceramic facies (from BONIFAY, MALFITANA 2016, p. 408).
Fig. 3. Location of Cignana and Himera surveyed areas (by F. Ducati and C. Capelli).
Fig. 4. A focus on Cignana (A) and Himera (B) surveyed areas (by F. Ducati and C. Capelli).
Fig. 5. ARS from Cignana survey, common types. A1 fine: Hayes 8A (n. 1); A1: Hayes 8A (n. 2),
Hayes 3B (n. 3); A2: Hayes 8B (n. 4), Hayes 15 (n. 5); C3: Hayes 53 (n.6); C or C/E?: Hayes 58A
(n. 7); D1: Hayes 59 (n. 8), Hayes 67B (n. 9), Hayes 93 (n. 10); C/D: Hayes 61B3 (n. 11), Hayes
87A/88 (n. 12), Hayes 88 (n. 13); (by F. Ducati).
Fig. 6. ARS from Cignana survey, common types. C/D: Hayes 91 Sidi Khalifa variant (n. 14), Sidi
Jdidi 8 (n. 15); F: Hayes 50B.61 (n. 16), Fulford 27 (n. 17); C5: Hayes 82 (n. 18), Hayes 84 (n. 19),
Hayes 90 (n. 20); D2: Hayes 99A (n. 21), Hayes 91C (n. 22), Hayes 97 (n. 23), Hayes 103 (n. 24),

Hayes 104B (n. 25); D other: Hayes 61B2 (n. 26), Hayes 61C (n. 27), Hayes 81A (n. 28); CASR
groups 11-12: Hayes 87B/109 (nn. 29-30); (by F. Ducati).
Fig. 7. ARS from Cignana survey, common types. CASR groups 11-12: Hayes 87C (n. 31), Hayes
87C variant (n. 32); D late: Hayes 99C (n. 33), Hayes 105 (n. 34), Hayes 109A (n. 35); (by F.
Ducati).
Fig. 8 ARS from Himera survey, common types. A1 fine: Hayes 8A (nn. 1-2); A2: Hayes 15 (n. 3),
Hayes 16 (n. 4), Hayes 27 (n. 5); A/D: Hayes 32 (n. 6); C2: Hayes 50A (n. 7); D other: Hayes 58B
(n. 8); D1: Hayes 59 (n. 9), Hayes 61A (n. 10), Hayes 91B (n. 11); C/D: Hayes 61B3 late variant (n.
12), Hayes 86, n. 1 (n. 13); D other: Hayes 61 A/B4 (n. 14), Hayes 67 early variant (n. 15); Hayes
62/64 (n. 16); (by F. Ducati).
Fig. 9 ARS from Himera survey, common types. D other: Hayes 64 (n. 17), Hayes 73A (n. 18),
Hayes 76 (n. 19), Hayes 80A (n. 20); D2: Hayes 91C (n. 21), Hayes 99A (n. 22), Hayes 103 (n. 23);
D other (?): Hayes 90B (n. 24); D late: Hayes 99C (n. 25), Hayes 105 (n. 26), Hayes 108 (n. 27);
(by F. Ducati).
Tab. 1 Histograms representing the MNV (only sure identification) for each ARS production
collected during the Cignana and Himera surveys. ARS C2 (absent in Cignana), C5 (absent in
Himera), F, C/D, D2 and D late show the major differences between the two regions. (by F. Ducati,
C. Capelli).
Tab. 2 Accounting ARS from the Cignana and Termini Imerese surveys (by F. Ducati, C. Capelli).

